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“​If I sat down with God and asked him to take away all of the pain in my life. How much                     
of me would be left​?”-Ronald Green, my father.  
Pain is a phenomenon like fear, belief, and love -- among the forces that determine the                
course of our lives long before we are born. These conditions generate the layers of the human                 
soul, marrying one life with others past, present and future.     
There is an unconscious consensus on the linearity of time. Our lives, memories, dreams              
and reflections constantly present a challenge to this general agreement. Life, like time, is a               
series of interlocking awarenesses. Paths intersect, the actions of individuals deposit change into             
an internal pool of collective experience. Freud once believed that the past is not fixed in the way                  
that linear time suggests. We can return. We can pick up what we dropped. We can mend what                  
others broke. We can talk with the dead. What do we learn? What do we see? 
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This image (​*Image 1​) is 35,000 years old, and in it there is an investigation of life that has been                    
remarkably unchanged to this day. The answer or the question is in the line, in the process of its                   
creation. The creative mind has been in pursuit of this clarification of self for as long as we can                   
remember. There is something that we share that echoes in our subconscious. Something that I               
believe can only begin to be articulated through the creative process. Although this may sound               
spiritual or religious, that is not my goal. I must use creative and imaginative means belonging to                 
an unfamiliar medium. I am not a writer. But I will try to put into writing the most important                   
visual influences and methods that the history of art and my own making have solidified as my                 
ways of capturing the human condition I see through my own living experiences. 
 
In my work, I pursue a timelessness of space in which human contemplation is staged in a sort of  
 
grandeur. My aim is to create a spectacle of our internal struggle, to make our tragedy beautiful.  
 
The complexity of the human soul is undeniable. The layers of experience seem too many to  
 
record. We continue to create in hopes of understanding, regardless of the seeming impossibility  
 
of the task. For the sake of some clarity in this paper, I will describe how I take on this task  
 
through the description of three major investments, without which I have no chance of  
 
succeeding. First is figuration. The long visual history of figuration engages in  
 
the mysterious and powerful presence of the human figure, seen in every role, emotion and 
symbol belonging to life as we know it. Every characterization from violence to tenderness, from 
the beautiful to the frightening is called upon. Second is drawing. Drawing is the lifeblood of 
painting. Drawing allows me to navigate visual languages more fluidly. Third is composition. 
How I construct the space in consideration of the two-dimensional surface has a great effect on 
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how the viewer's eye interacts with the image, and is directed toward the meanings I hope to 
convey.  
The human figure, our own body, is the instrument we have to interact with the world.                
Throughout history we can see many depictions of the human form, using a wide range of visual                 
elements to evoke different emotional states. Many of these have seeped into the common              
lexicon of figuration and how we understand the form. Take the two standing nudes of young                
boys in the early Greek statues of Kleobis and Biton (*​image 2​).            
These Kouros figures represent the idea of youth. In their          
nudity, with each figure’s left foot forward, we see images of           
human courage and ambition, a new future. This same depiction          
of form can also be found in ancient Egyptian figuration.          
Alberto Giacometti, an artist I deeply admire and one who has           
been a major influence on my work, would often use this same            
influence in his depiction of the human       
form. His figures (​*image 3) arrest the eye in their forward-moving           
motion, leaning into that step, giving the motion urgency. This action           
combined with the material distortion of his figures creates an          
undeniable presence of anxiety. The pressures placed on Giacometti’s         
figures become those placed on the viewer. The weight of life and            
contemplation overwhelms them, and in turn the viewer cannot help but           
feel some of that same burden. Giacometti knew that the forwardness of the Egyptian and Greek                
figuration was what he needed. With this pose his figures face the allness of life head on,                 
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becoming monumental. “What better way to make the frail and fleeting life of humans be seen as                 
pitched against life’s oppositions?” I imagine he may have asked himself. I have also utilized the                
walking man in my own sculpture, positioned at the center of my installation.​(*Image 4​) What I                
see in the language of this      
form is the opportunity to     
speak about the present    
and future. The concept of     
taking a step forward is     
instantly recognizable, to   
move forward is to take a      
risk. The next step you     
take will bring you closer     
to whatever your goal    
may be. A direction is anticipated, and depending on how you create a relationship between the                
viewer and the figure, that single step can begin to mean a lot more than a simple action.                  
Giacometti's awareness of this was nothing short of brilliant. His obliteration of the figures,              
literal identity completely changes the context of the step, and brings out more identification              
with the medium amplifying the presence of the whole figure. With no specificity of face, there                
is no longer the question of who is this individual. The emphasis is on human presence itself. In                  
my case, complete obliteration of identity was not what I wanted. The individual identity of my                
figure is still important to me. What that individual person experienced still played a critical role                
in capturing a realer sense of human presence. I wanted distance from the individual but not a                 
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melting down of specific characteristics into a homogenous depiction. ​Along this line, Amedeo             
Modigliani’s solution captured my imagination. I thought his simplification of the eyes without             
the iris or pupil created a necessary distance from the viewer, preventing involvement with the               
subject beyond a certain limit.(​*image 5​) His depiction feels real. When sitting down face to face                
with a person so much of what you understand about them           
is subjective, and you can never experience the world as          
they do. There is an internal distance between your life          
and theirs, a gap that can never be bridged. What I found            
to be most interesting about Modigliani's figures was how         
keeping just enough likeness to facial specifics can create         
an uncanny depiction of human identity. The mystery of         
his believable but unidentifiable figures starts to become        
almost threatening in how present but unknowable they        
are. As in life, here they sit or stare back right in front of              
you, but you don’t know what choices they will make and           
how those choices will affect you. What I needed from my           
figures was a depiction that would make trusting them a challenge. In my paintings, I did not                 
want the viewer to trust the figures any more than the figures would trust each other. This search                  
led me to ancient West African masks that ​I fell in love with. Their striking features and                 
ambiguity of expression are powerful. The ever-present use of line allowed great flexibility of              
expression from elegant to foreboding. The visual tools that lay at the heart of these masks tap                 
into human depiction with unimaginable creativity​.(*Image 6,left) (*Image 7, right) ​I can see              
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why so many artists I've come to admire were themselves influenced           
by these masks. Their impact could not be ignored in the early 20​th             
century, nor now for me more than a hundred         
years later. In my painting titled ​two heads and a          
hand on a hill (*Image 8, bottom right)​, ​I use          
these masks as distortions in an almost literal        
way. Much of the line is carved directly into the          
surface of the work, designing each feature in a         
drawn manner, using the paint as more of an accent of physical weight, while allowing line to                 
take center stage in the depiction of form. I love the use of carved details in the West African                   
masks and in both Sumerian and Greek sculpture. I         
wanted my own figures to wear line as a garment of           
some kind, as if line acted as a breeze combing over and            
through the subjects. In the course of making this         
painting, I often thought of a quote from The Denial of           
Death ​by Ernest Becker: ​“​The irony of man's condition is          
that the deepest need is to be free of the anxiety of death and annihilation; but it is life itself                    
which awakens it, and so we must shrink from being fully alive​.”  
 
 
In their complete isolation, I knew the figures needed to feel both alive and artificial. In                
their awareness and pursuit of freedom from pain comes a kind of absence of real existence. I                 
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find myself walking this line frequently in my work. In creative pursuits, I often lean on the                 
flexibility of cubism to help merge these influences together. Which brings me to my largest               
influence and mentor Pablo Picasso​. ​Picasso's figurative manipulations lead to such versatility of             
expression. His evolution of cubist distortion      
fuses an ever-changing process of paint and line.        
The two fall into a tangled dance, melding and         
bending form into an explosion of internal       
perspective ​(*Image 9)​. The process sets the       
stage for an orchestra of lines to flow boldly in          
and out of the picture plane. The graphic nature         
of the paintings is striking, and their playful execution is seductive. His mastery of the visual                
tools provides a foundation that brings harmony to a flux of visual languages throughout the               
pictures. Having this ​understanding via Picasso’s work has made the application of other             
influences like Phillip Guston​ ​and Egon Shiele easier and more organic.  
Line is my vehicle in my exploration of the figure. I have always seen drawing as a way                  
of speaking. How one may redraw an edge or dip into the lift of a pencil, or impose angularities                   
on a natural curve is like a dialect. With a touch of one's line you can find a universe of                    
experience completely unique to the maker. Through drawing I see the world around me. In               
some way, I’ve drawn everyone I’ve met and every work of art I’ve felt a connection to. It has                   
always given me understanding. With the pencil I can ask any question I want and no answer is                  
wrong. If there is a visual equivalent to thought, drawing is it. Drawings feel transitory. When                
facing a masterful drawing from hundreds of years ago, it’s as if their whispering to you. The                 
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line fades but never wavers in strength. Line transcribes an undeniably natural experience in              
living, an activity that all humans perform, even those         
claiming little artistic ability. The simple action of writing         
your name is drawing. All that you are and how you feel at             
that moment is translated in those seconds into a simple          
action of line. It’s remarkable really, how natural the action          
is. For myself it is who I am, I paint to draw in a sense. The                
medium is so intimate and neighbors my mind in such a           
way that the two are inseparable. What drawing does on the           
surface, fading in and out of the void on a single sheet of             
paper is unlike any other form of art. (*Image 10) The closest to its nature is music. I have                   
always wanted drawing’s intuitive experience to translate into my         
paintings. The loose and fluid executions of paint and color in           
Alice Neel ​(*Image 11) ​and the nimble and elegant brilliance of           
Matisse have an incredible ability to move in and out of the            
surface of the work in such a convincing and intuitive manner.           
Allowing line and movement to create space in which not only the            
figures can breathe, but the space expands to accompany the          
experience of figuration, is like a suite of cellos playing in support            
of a powerful violin solo. ​(*Image 12) ​They would both seem to dodge the weight and                
encumbrance of paint if only for a moment. Folding the world of drawing over into the physical                 
space of painting feels at times like nothing short of a miracle. Painting sits on top of the surface                   
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recording every stroke, every    
shift, making each action    
physically tangible to the    
viewer, intruding into their space     
like a sculpture. Meanwhile,    
drawing recedes, floats among    
these changes of surface, it’s     
dexterity unburdened by color.    
Utilizing line in such a battlefield of paint is a real challenge but a necessary component for me.                  
If I want to have these figures penetrate the imagination of the viewer, the seduction of drawing                 





When entering the MFA program here at Hunter College, I gradually became aware of              
the compositional space in most contemporary figuration, and how informed it was by lens              
distortion in photography. Much of my own work in the past would not acknowledge the flatness                
of the surface. I would crop and compose the image in the structure of one point perspective.                 
There is nothing wrong with this per se, but the consequences of this visual structure became too                 
familiar and too limiting for what I wanted to do. One point perspective creates too simplistic                
and singular an order, in which the represented world is read from a single fixed location. The                 
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degree to which this is in such common use in contemporary figuration is likely due to the                 
influence of photographic and digital references, given their constant presence in contemporary            
life. Again, this is not necessarily a negative, but in the context of my objectives, I did not like                   
what this did to the viewer’s interpretation of the world surrounding my figures. I felt that this                 
method of construction often contributed to a sort of “snap shot” experience. No matter what I                
would have painted, no matter how fantastical or surreal, worlds constructed in this way will               
mirror a too-conventional representation. This was not acceptable. I wanted my figures and             
world to challenge the viewer. I began to look to Egyptian and Roman reliefs ​(*Image13​)​. I                
noticed how the figure stood in      
relationship to the space around     
them, and not only how     
theatrical the presentation of the     
figure became, but how lyrical the bodies felt. This heightened my           
awareness of the interaction of figure and space. I continued to search            
for similar executions, and became interested in 14th century mosaics and Indian miniatures ​like              
on the right ​Krishna and Gopis playing on a swing (hindola) early 20th century 
Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tamaki, (*Image 14.) Both of these were executed with               
much of their picture plane divided into a three-part composition: the foreground being the lower               
third of the composition, the middle ground in the center section and the background operating in                
the top third of the image. All the while, a very flat depiction of the figure was maintained.                  
Something of this directness resonated with me. I saw potential in both the narrative capabilities               
and what the flattening of depth and space can lend to the handling of the paint and the power of                    
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line. Philip Guston's ​paintings ​(*Image 15) highlighted another capability of this kind of flatter               
composition. His centralizing of the subject using the ground plane as staging, setting figures              
against the atmospheric or stark quality of an abstracted sky, monumentalized their presence as              
both real and otherworldly. When applying these       
compositional elements in my own paintings, the sense        
of grandeur and urgency became more evident,       
heightening the intensity of both the characters and their         
surrounding world. Flattening the subject and the space        
created a shallow depth of     
field, which contributed to the anxiety and tension that takes          
place in the line, the color and paint. ​(*Image 16)  
 
To live fully is to live with a painful awareness of the            
terror that underlies everything. My figures battle with this         
awareness constantly, just as I do. We represent a divine moment           
in nature where we are warranted “life and purpose ordained by God” -- at least that is what                  
some of us say. I am not sure of any of this, but of course how could one really be sure? What I                       
do know is that I feel cursed and blessed in this paradox of questioning the very nature of                  
existing. The very nature that spurs the question also prevents me from finding the answer. My                
function as an artist is only to ask. In all my work, the people are doomed to the same fates,                    
fears, beliefs, and loves that guide them on their paths. They are never to stop moving, never to                  
know what lies ahead. Pain scars their faces, and pumps them with adrenaline. They are unbound                
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by time and reason. Their eyes are set on awe... ​“​the essence of man is really his paradoxical                  
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Image 1​. ​Lions, Chauvet Cave, France ​ discovered in 1994 about 35,000 years old.  
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Image 4​. 2019 fall    
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Image 6​. ​Mask with hinged jaw, wood, organic material, monkey          
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Image 8. Two heads and a Hand on the hill, oil on            
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Image 12​. Matisse bathers by     
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Image 13​.​relief of Sety I's Libyan      
war from the northern exterior wall      




Image 14​. ​Krishna and Gopis playing on a swing         
(hindola) early 20th century 
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